
                                                             
 

Seafood Alliance for Legality & Traceability (SALT) 
Call for Expression of Interest – Graphic Designer 

 
SUMMARY 
The goal of this Expression of Interest (EOI) is to identify a graphic designer for the 
Seafood Alliance for Legality and Traceability (SALT) program. Consultants and firms 
are invited to participate.  
 
Date of Issuance: September 18, 2019 
Questions Due: September 23, 2019 by 5:00 PM PST 
EOI Submission Deadline: September 27, 2019 by 5:00 PM PST 
 
Interested firms or consultants should submit their inquiries and responses by email by 
the dates listed above. Responses should be directed to Hannah Francis, 
h.francis@fishwise.org with a CC to Kate O’Rourke, k.orourke@fishwise.org. 
 
CONTRACT MECHANISM & TERMS OF PAYMENT 
A not-to-exceed deliverables-based purchase order (PO) for firms or service agreement 
for consultants will be awarded. FishWise reserves the right to issue subsequent POs or 
service agreements to the awarded individual or firm as a result of this solicitation within 
the defined period of performance.  
 
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 
On/or about October 15, 2019 – September 30, 2020 
 
LOCATION OF WORK 
Remote. 
 
BACKGROUND  
FishWise promotes the health and recovery of ocean ecosystems by providing 
innovative market-based tools to the seafood industry, supporting sustainability through 
environmentally and socially responsible business practices. The Seafood Alliance for 
Legality and Traceability (SALT) is a global alliance for knowledge exchange and action 
to promote legal and sustainable fisheries through improved transparency in seafood 
supply chains. SALT brings together the seafood industry, governments and 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to accelerate learning and support collaboration 
on innovative solutions for legal and sustainable seafood, with a particular focus on 
traceability–the ability to track the movement of seafood through supply chains. SALT is 
a public-private partnership between USAID and the Walton Family, Packard and Moore 
Foundations and is implemented by FishWise, a non-profit sustainable seafood 
consultancy. 
 
SALT recently launched its website, https://SALTtraceability.org, and is in the process of 
developing graphics, resources, blogs, and tools to help communicate SALT’s messages 
throughout the next year.  
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PURPOSE & OBJECTIVES  
SALT is seeking a graphic designer or design firm’s assistance, on an as-needed basis 
throughout the next year to:  

● Design communications materials for digital media (e.g. website pages in 
WordPress), and print media, (e.g. technical toolkits and reports) 

● Design, create, and edit graphic elements and illustrations to relay key messages 
for print and digital formats 

● Advise us on making our website pages more engaging & create report layouts 
that are visually appealing and potentially dynamic. 

● Find ways to use graphic design to convey messaging and collect information for 
the project  

● Ensure that all images/elements used do not violate copyright laws 
● Identify software/elements that need to be purchased if that improves overall 

product layout and design 
 
All work should be visually appealing and cohesive with the SALT branding. We want the 
candidate to bring a consistent look and feel to our SALT graphics and design. We 
anticipate an iterative design process with the graphic designer leading the process, and 
SALT providing input and necessary information/materials. SALT will provide input to all 
drafts and signoff on the final approved designs.  
 
The following deliverables are illustrative and the final list of deliverables will be 
negotiated for each PO or service agreement. All deliverables shall be submitted in 
electronic format by the consultant or vendor to the designated FishWise contact person 
by the anticipated due dates with the final files in both design software format and a PDF 
format that is of (1) high and (2) low resolution. 
 

Illustrative Deliverables Due Date 
Create one graphic to represent a comprehensive seafood 
traceability concept. 

November 2019 
 

Create one digital media graphic to represent the seafood 
supply chain.  

November 2019 

Editable files for a newsletter layout and other 
communication materials.  

November 2019 

 
SKILLS & EXPERIENCE 
The graphic designer must demonstrate proficiency in:  

● Adobe Illustrator or other comparable design software 
● WordPress 

 
The graphic designer must also possess: 

● The ability to break down complex concepts into simple but powerful graphics 
● The ability to communicate to a wide and varied audience 
● Experience with implementing designs in Wordpress 
● Experience designing for accessible websites (508 Compliant) 
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
Interested offerors must provide the following to be considered:   
 
1) Capabilities Statement (Not-to-exceed three pages) 
Please describe you/your firm’s capabilities, as they relate to the work described above 
including experience translating complex concepts into simple visual messages, your 
creative process, and a portfolio of your past work (or at least 15 to 20 designs). Indicate 
your availability to perform the work during the anticipated period of performance, 
experience with Adobe Illustrator or other design software, and experience designing for 
accessible websites/graphics (508 compliance).  
 
2) CV of Graphic Designer(s) 
The CV(s) should include at least three references that can verify past work.  
 
3) Cost 
Provide the hourly rate for each graphic designer(s) and a written justification for the rate 
that is proposed.  
 
Applicants must provide full, accurate, and complete information as required by this            
solicitation and its attachments. Incomplete application packages will not be          
considered for the consultancy.  
 
CRITERIA/QUALIFICATION FOR EVALUATION   
Submissions will be evaluated and ranked according to the conditions  described in the 
evaluation criteria below, with a total overall maximum point value of 100. The selection 
will be based on the best value/trade off (weighing price against technical factors) as 
follows:  
 

Capabilities 
(35 Points) 
 

● Translating complex concepts into simple visual messages 
● Proficient in Adobe Illustrator or comparable program 
● 508 Compliance knowledge 
● Ability to design dynamic, potentially responsive, and on-brand 

materials 
● Create aesthetically pleasing and engaging materials 

Past Experience  
(30 Points) 

● Similar projects completed to the ones outlined above 
(digital/print media, graphic elements and icons, website 
design, etc.) 

● Experience with implementing designs in Wordpress 
Experience with iterative design and working closely with 
clients to adjust materials 

● Previous experience working with nonprofits is preferred, 
specific to seafood is an additional plus 

Cost (35 Points) 
 

● Based on the hourly/daily rate and justification of the proposed 
rate. 
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During the evaluation, the bidder may be requested to supply additional information in 
writing concerning content and/or to clarify points in their responses.  
 
NOTE  

● FishWise will not compensate individuals for preparation of their response 
to this Solicitation.   

● Issuing this Solicitation is not a guarantee that FishWise will award a 
contract.   

● FishWise reserves the right to issue a contract based on the initial 
evaluation of offers without discussion.   

● FishWise may choose to award a contract for part of the activities in the 
Solicitation.  

● FishWise may choose to award contracts to more than one offeror for 
specific parts of  the activities in the Solicitation.   

● FishWise may request from short-listed offerors a second or third round of 
either oral presentation or written response to a more specific and detailed 
scope of work that is based on a general scope of work in the original 
Solicitation.   

● FishWise has the right to rescind the solicitation, or rescind an award prior 
to the signing  of a contract due to any unforeseen changes, be it funding 
or programmatic.  

● FishWise reserves the right to waive any deviations by offerors from the 
requirements of this solicitation that in FishWise’s opinion are considered 
not to be material defects requiring rejection or disqualification; or where 
such a waiver will promote increased  competition.   

● Any products or data produced by this belongs to FishWise and/or USAID, 
which places them into the public domain. Any distribution of products or 
data must first have written authorization from FishWise or its designated 
representative.  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